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Anyone that’s been in a fight knows that the saying “there are two sides to every story” 

most definitely holds true, whether it be in life or in historic works of literature. In William 

Shakespeare’s play Julius Caesar, the story’s title character is commonly and mostly perceived as 

the one subjected to tragedy. However, there are two sides to every story. The Tragedy of Julius 

Caesar should rightfully be called The Tragedy of Marcus Brutus. Not only does Marcus Brutus 

allow the mob-mentality and the majority rule over his initial stance on the current conflict in 

Rome becoming a changed man (for the worse), he allows it to further spiral into ignorance and 

continuous conflict, which is the true tragedy in the story. 

When we first meet Marcus Brutus, he is distinctly different from the Marcus Brutus at 

the end of the book. As the play progresses, he allows the opinions of others and the majority’s 

thoughts change his own. When Cassius first confronts him after the cowhide saying “I do fear 

the people choose Caesar for their king.” (I.ii.78-79), Brutus smartly responds with “I would not, 

Cassius, yet I love him well.” (I.ii.82). While Cassius is rather worried about Caesar’s potential 

rise to power, (as is Brutus), it is clear that Brutus is smarter and says while he’d prefer Caesar 

not to rise to power, he loves him; however, this does not last. Brutus politely tells Cassius he 

will consider what he said but that trying to persuade him is not necessary. But once Casca 

knows that Brutus can do things with ease that they could only do with consequence from the 

public, the mentality of Caesar being bad is slowly starting to sway Brutus’ own, most evidently 

when he says “I have not known when his affections swayed more than his reason.” (II.i.21-22). 

Brutus is saying that he’s never really SEEN what the conspirators anticipate happening ever 

happen, but it’s is what everyone is saying so it must be true. Earlier, Brutus may not have come 

to such a conclusion, but he has let the opinions and motives of other people in Rome get the best 

of him. That is the true tragedy. 
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Brutus has crossed a fine, fine line once he lets the public’s opinion change his own - he 

allows his new stance and opinion turn into ignorance. It’s bad enough already that Brutus has 

converted to being a conspirator, he is a complete jerk about it - being ignorant. Once Caesar is 

killed, the conspirators gather and Antony demands he appear at the funeral. Cassius’ remark to 

Brutus “I know not what may fall. I like it not.” (III.i.257-158), is an attempt to salvage the entire 

group. He knows that Antony has the potential to stab the conspirators in the back and basically 

ruin all they have worked for. But Brutus has already let the worst get to his head, and he’s a bit 

too big for his britches now, and blatantly ignores Cassius, quickly asking Mark to take the body. 

Brutus thinks that he is all powerful and does not need to listen to Cassius - they guy that 

changed his mind in the first place. Brutus has not only changed his initial opinions (showing 

weakness and letting others change him), but he has taken that and turned it into ignorance, an-

other part of the true tragedy. 

It could be argued that Marcus Brutus is not subjected to any tragedy, and that what he 

did was on his own will and for the public. At the funeral, Brutus cites his reasoning for killing 

Caesar saying “Not that I loved Caesar less, but that I loved Rome more.” (III.ii.21-22). From 

that, one might infer that Brutus did what he did purely due to the fact that he loved his country 

more. This is disproven later in Act 4 when Brutus says to Lucilius, regarding Cassius, that 

“When love begins to sicken and decay, it useth an enforced ceremony. There are no tricks in 

plain and simple faith. But hollow men, like horses hot at hand, Make gallant show and promise 

of their mettle.” Although Brutus is talking about Cassius, it is clear Brutus is still bitter about 

something, namely his deteriorating relationship with Caesar, basically saying that when friend-

ships start to taper off, they will start to act rude and blank, which is a clear nod to him and Cae-

sar. This may uncover a hidden motive of why Brutus killed Caesar - maybe why he killed Cae-
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sar was not that he loved Rome more, but that he was bitter over their relationship. Although 

some may say that Brutus only did what he did for his country, this is wrong since there is evi-

dence that might suggest that he did it out of bitterness. 

While it is true that Julius Caesar died first, the true character subjected to tragedy is 

Marcus Brutus and thus the title of the play should be changed to The Tragedy of Marcus Brutus. 

It is a tragedy that Marcus Brutus not only let the opinions of others change his own, but that he 

let that become pure ignorance. At the beginning of the book, Marcus is a little quiet on his opin-

ions of Caesar, but his opinion has been changed when he later admits that while he hasn’t seen 

Caesar be ambitious, everyone says he will be and thus must kill Caesar. Furthermore, once his 

opinion is changed, he began to think that he is higher than everyone else, not listening to anyone 

else and becoming ignorant. The play’s name should be changed to The Tragedy of Marcus Bru-

tus.  But remember, just because Brutus’ tale and fate was tragic, it does not mean that it was his 

doing. 
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